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A MONTHLY ANALYSIS OF CONSUMER DEMAND
IN THE UNITED STATES”:

Since consumer spending accounts for some two-thirds of the

Gross National Product of the United States, the success of policles

concerning economic stabilization, allocation, dls tribu tion, and growth

require an understanding of the behavior of consumers. A long trachticm

ems ts in economics of es timatmg consumer demand equations, which

summarize the aggregate structure of consumer behavior. Most con-

sumer demand work with time series data has reliecl on annual d.~ta ancl

in a few cases quarterly data, but only rarely has monthly dat~ been ap-

plied and never across a broad range of comrnodlties. Roth government

and business mcreasmgly require mformatlon about short-run nspe~’ts of

consumer expenditure, which annual and even quarterly ilna]ysis cannot

provide. A knowledge of the mtra-year structure and dynmnms of con-

sumer expenditure should improve the design of pollcJes to deal w] th

major current economic problems such as short duration cycllcal move-

ments and inflatlon, There is a need to understand short-term movements

m the demand for the products of speclflc sectors of the economy to

manage inventories and production schedules and to antlc~pate shortages.

Th~s study estwnates monfJlly consumer demand equations Ior

fifteen major commochtles based on clata for 1947-1972. The equations

are estimated within the framework of the Nerlove partial adjustment

model. By extrapolating from retail sales data, it was possible to gener-

ate the consumer expenditure data needed to combme with publlshed

monthly series on income and prices to estimate a series of consumer
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demand equations. The commodity groups studied accounted for 53

percent of total consumer expenditure in 1965 and range from electricity

to alcohohc beverages. The analysls of monthly data can provide in-

sights into consumer behavior , which are obscured by relying on annual

data alone. Consumer expenditure analysis based on short-term data

also offers certain econometric advantages over annual data. A compar-

ison is made with the annual equations in order to draw a number of sig -

niflcant conclusions about the dynamics of consumer behavior and answer

some questions posed by the preceding literature concerning the effect of

aggregation over time on the estimated structure of dernuncl.

ADVANTAGES OF MONTHLY EQUATIONS

Equations based on monthly data offer a number of advantages

1/
over those based on an anal ys~s of annual data :—

1. Monthly clata have the OIJV1OUSadvantage of prcsentmg :1

much larger sample of observations clurmg a gyven period of t] me. lhe

post-war period of this study, 1947-1972, contains 26 annual, 104 c~uar-

terly, and 312 monthly obs ervatlons. Larger samples are especially

crucial in the estimation of distributed lag models because m many

cases only the large-sample properties of the estunates of equations

containing lagged endogenous variables are

series do not contain twelve hmes as much

series.~i

known. E[owever, monthly

mformatlon as an annual

2. The greater the number of years covered by the analys~s,

the more llkely It 1S that slgnlflcant structural changes will have occurred

m the economy, which wIL1 distort the estimated relationships. The strut -
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tural stability of demand is greater the shorter the period s tudleci.

With monthly data, intervals as short as five years, which contcun

60 observat~ons could be analyzed to insure str~}ctural stabil~ty. Fly

comparing the est~mates based on five year periods, structural shifts

in demand could be studied. Monthly analysis could possibly provide

better forecasts, because projections could be basal on only a very

recent period which enhances the similarity between the sample period

and the future.

3. Single-equation estimation 1s theoretically defensible

only If the system 1s recursive. The assumpt~on of a recursive system

becomes more realus tlc as Lhe time unit of anal ys~s grows short cr. In

addltlon, the assumption of the price varmble as the predetermined

factor is more approprmte with monthly data rather than annual data.

During a short-term period such as a month, producers can supply the

quant~ty demand at a set price. The short -run supply is fl~’~ible clue to

inventories. Because of mventorles , a case can be macie that wltll

monthly data price not quantity 1s the predetermined variable even for

foocl.

4. Monthly a.nalysls affords the opportunity to gam new in-

sights into short-term consumer behavior and the dyncmics of consumer

expenditure. With short-term clata, certain hypotheses rcgardlng con-

sumer demand can be tested such as the effect of aggregatmn over t]me

on the ad~ustment process and the effect of the length of run on the

price and income elasticities.

THE MODEL

In selecting a model for this ]nvestlgation, a clynamlc formula-
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tlon which internally generates short and long-run parameters was

desired. The model should have an empirical record of providing gowl

estimates over a wide range of commodities and should offer some

flexibility with regard to functional form. A fairly simple model was

desired, so that various estimating techniques to

of autocorrelatlon could be applied without giving

allevmte problems

r~se to an uncluely

complicated es tlmatlon situation. Based on these consideration, the

Nerlove partial adjustment model was chosen.

The partial ad~ustment model M specified as follows:

(1) ~t = a. + alyt + a2pt

(2) q~ - qt-1 = y (Qt - Clt-1)

where ~ is the long-run cqudlbrmrn quantity demanded or Its logaritl]m,t

yt is current income or lts logarithm, and pt m the relative price or Its

~ogari’thm. In equation (2), c~t is the actual quantity purchased .uld ( y )

is the coeffic~ent or clas ticity of adjustment clependmg on whether

logari~ms are utlllzed or not. In a given period, consumers adjust

their current demand towards the equdlbrmm level by some constant

proportion ( Y ) of the difference between t~le equlllb rlum qu~mtl tY and

the quantity demanded m the preceding period. If logarithms are uti-

llzed, al and a are the long-run Income and price elastlcltl es.2
The

substitution of equation (1) Into (2) and solving for qt YielLIs:

(3) qt = aoy + (1 -Y )qt-l + aly yt + a2Y Pt

The aclditmn of an error turn to equation (3) yields the estlmatmg equa-

tion. In equation (3), aly and a2 Y are the short-run elastlc~tles

or coefficients of income and price, The relatlon between the short .tncl



3/long-run parameters IS determmed by ( Y ). –

In thm analysw, the variables are specified as follows:

q~ = per capita consumption expenditure on

the commodity m question in 1967 dollars.

Yt = per capita personal income

pt = relatlve price index for the

question with a 1967 base.

in 1967 dollars,

commodity m

4/
All the monthly data series are seasonally adjusted. – The necdecl

5/data are available in U. S. government publications. —

DATA

Monthly personal income fig-roes and monthly consumer price

indices for many maJor commodities are available. 13y extrapolating

from retail sales data, consumer expenditure data can be gener.ltecl

6/
for fourteen commodities. – Retad sales are given by store type,

whereas consumer expenditure data on a commodity basis arc des]rcd.

For example, monthly retail sales by shoe stores are given, but the

desired data is personal consumption expencllhlre on shoes. Ilowever,

all shoes are not sold through shoe stores. The transformation is

made by derlvmg the raho between the expenditure and sales figure for

corresponding categories for each year, since both annual sales and

expenditure data are ava llable. The conversion ratio (a/b) M obtained

by dividing (a) - consumer expenditure by commodity by (b) - the equi-

valent store type retail sales. By applying this conversion ratio to tile

monthly retad sales data, monthly consumer expenditure data could be

derived. The ratios transform store type sales mto consumer cxpendl -
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ture data by commodity, This procedure assumes that the annually

derived conversion ratio 1s a satisfactory proxy for the unknown monthly

ratio.~j

The price data were another problem, since the monthly series

are neither complete for several commoclltles nor do the categories

always conform with the expenditure series. When the price data were

only available quarterly for some of the early years for a few com~no -

dities, the series were completed bty simple linear extrapolation between

the quarterly prices. Price data for some of the other commodities

were not collected until some time after 1947. Therefore, the cquat~ons

m Table 1 for aIcohollc beverages (13) ancl purchased tnc’a J:;(14) cover

1953-1972, and gasoline (15) only covers 1957-1972. All the other cqua -

tlons are based on 312 monthly observations and 26 annual Observations.

The annual data series were cleri vecl hy aggre.gatmg the monthly series,

so the results are comparable.

EMPIRICAL RESIJLTS

The estimated equations based on monthly and annual data for

fifteen commodities are presented m Table 1. The logarithmic func -

tional form of the part ml adjustment model provides highly satlsfac tory

results for all but two commod~ties, purchased meals (14) and gasoline

(15). The res~llts for (14) and (15) are based on the linear form of the

equation. Overall, both the monthly and annual results are very good

by the usual statls tlcal ~rlterla of explained variance (lt2) and statistical

8/
significance (t statlstlc). – The results are, m general, sahsfmtory lxL

terms of the level of autocorrelatlon. The high degree of explanation
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achlevecl by the monthly equations M quite remarkable. Ove rail, the

values of the R2 obtained arc about equally as gowl with mont}~ly clatti

as with annual data. Although the monthly R2 M markedly lower thun

the annual value for shoes (6) and alcohollc beverages (13), the R2

based on monthly analysis M higher for automobiles (2), furniture (8),

food (11), auto parts (12), and purchased meals (14). The results In

many cases could probably be improved by altering tie specification

and including addlt~onal variables. The purpose of tins anul,ysls, however,

was to apply as consistent a speclflcatlon as possible across a broad r:mgf+

of commodities. The next several sections dlscwss speclflc aspects of

the empirical resu its.

Problem of Autocorrelatlon

Serial corre]atlon posed a potentially troublesome problem IJI

this analysis because of the presence of a lagged clrpenclcnt v.wlahle JL1

the estimatmg equat~on and because monthly data seru:s arc likely to

exhibit greater serial correlation than annual data. If serial correlatmn

is present

nary least

bias ed and

and the equation contains a lagged endogeno~ls variable, orch -

squares (OLS) leads to estimates of the parameters which are

inconsistent. The Ilurbm-Watson statistic Is also bmsed when

a lagged endogenous variable M present. In addltlon, the shorter the

th-ne umt of analysls, the greater the correlation one would expect to fmd

between a variable and lts past values. Since the residual term contains

the net effect of many small factors which are onmtted, it should tend to

9/suffer from more serial correlation the shorter the unit time period. –

Two factors reduced the autocorrelatlon problem m this analysls
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to an acceptable level. First, the dynamic speciflcationof the model

goes a long way towards ellmmatmg the problem of serial correlation

in the data series. The model internally accounts for the correlation

of current quantities and lagged quantities through the ad~ustrnent process.

In some preh.mmary testing, the logarithm partial adjustment model

proved a much better specification than a static model, which was rc -

flee ted by significantly less autocorrelation m the dls turbance terms.

Second, the Cochrane -Orcutt j terative procedure was used to obtain

10/
alternative coefficient estimates to those generated by OLS. — The

results from the Cochrane-Orcutt procedure are presented for three

of the annual equations and eight of the monthly ones. Durbjn’s h statis -

11/tic was ut~bzed as an indication of the presence of autocorrelatlon. —

In a few cases, utllizmg the Cochrane-Orcutt estimation technique sub-

stantially reduced the goodness of flt of an equation as reflected by the

R’ 9 so the OLS results are presented even though the h statlst]c indicates

the presence of serial correlation. This situation could possibly arise

if the autocorrelatlon was predominately other than simply fms t-order

serial correlation, which M all Cochrane-Orcutt corrects for.

The Adjustment Process —

The elasticity of ad~ustment ( Y ) measures the inertia m con-

sumer ad~us tment to the new equilibrium level. The length of the acl~ust-

ment period (n) is derived by solving (1 - Y )n s .05. Since full adjust-

ment occurs only when n = “ , the period der~ved is for 95 percent or

more adjustment.

The effect of aggregation over time on the rnagnltude of the
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ad~us tment elasticity or coefficient gave rise to a considerable discus-

sion in the literature. An article by Ironmonger (1!359) argued that the

Nerlove model was producing unrealistically long estimates of the lags

in consumer behavior. Nerlove (1959) responded that subs tantmlly

faster rates of ad~ustment would be obtained the more narrowly defined

the commodities and the shorter the time unit of analysis. Utilizing

numerical examples, Nerlove showed that estimated coefficients of

adjustment based on annual time series usually understate the “true”

parameters; hence the speed of ad~ustment is much faster than annual

data indicate. Since the coefficients of adjustment based on annual data

may be seriously m error, he suggested that “where possible, demand

12/analysis should be based on quarterly or even monthly data”. — Mundlak

(1961) provided a more rigorous analysis of the relationship of the annual,

quarterly, and monthly parameter of adjustment. Cochrane and Tomek

(1962) in some empirical work with meats using quarterly dat:l found

that the adjustment period for many foods is probably less than one year,

so annual data is inappropriate. Monthly or quarterly observations are

necessary. ‘The work of Ladd (1964) with several food groups found that

significant lags were more llkely to arise when ammal data was utilized,

rather than with quarterly or monthly data. However, Ladcl*s results

were somewhat inconclusive. The statistical quallty of hI.S results was

poor and hls quarterly and nlont.hly estimates indicated one relationship

and his quarterly and mnual estimates indicated an opposite relationship.

This analysls LS the first to test the effect of the time unit of

analysls on the ad~us tment process over a broad range of commodities.

Comparing the montily and annual results for the 95 percent adjustment
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period in Table 1, the difference m the estimated speed of adjustment

of consumers to the new equillbrjum is remarkable, Although for

every commodity except shoes (7) the est~mated annual parameter of

adjustment ( T ) is larger than the monthly ( Y ), when translated mto

an ad~ustment period the annual analysis usually grossly overstates

the length of the lags mvolvecl m consumption. The adjustment period

averaged over the fifteen commochtles is 9.01 years with annual data

and only 19.86 months or 1.65 years with monthly data. 1~’or example’,

the period for 95 percent adjustment for clothing and shoes (3) is mdL-

cated as 11.32 years with annual data, but as only 25.61 months or 2.13

years with monthly data.

The monthly results mdlcate a significantly faster aclJustment

process than the annual data for every commodity, except for home-

furmshings (7) and furmture (8), which will be discussed further M a

separate section. For hornefurnlshmgs (7), an adjustment period of

4.83 months M mdlcated WIlh monthly data and annual :malys 1s mdwates

a period of less than a year. For furniture (8), the monthly f~gure IS

6.29 months and the annual value M zero, meaning less than a year

also. The only other estimates wlllch are even approximately slmllar

are for automobiles (2), the annual value Js 2.89 years and the monthly

29.91 months or 2.48 years. The longest lags are mcllcated for c’lec -

triclty (l), 30.75 years for ~nual and 63.16 months or 5.26 years for

monthly data. However, the parameter of adjustment 1s biased down-

wards and thus the adjustment period is overstated if a relevant variable

13/
is omitted which M positively sermlly correlated. — Taste changw,

arc St,cll ~ Variable J4/which are expressed as a trend, .*— And the trend
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15/factor is strong m the demand for electricity. — Positive autocc)rrela -

tion of the errors maybe biasing various of the other estimates of ( y )

downwards also, leading to overly long estimated lags. On the other

hand, the estimates of ( Y ) are biased upwards if negative serl al corre -

16/
lation is present. —

The Role of Price
4

In Table 1, the price variable yields statistically sigmficant

results at the five percent level for 11 of the 15 annual cquatlons and

for 14 of the monthly equations. l~or the one other monthly equation,

shoes (6), the t statistic indicates the price term M slgnif~cant at the

10 percent level. These results are remarkable and important. Price

plays a central role in the theory of consumer behavior, yet few ompi.r -

ical studies of consumer dermmcl have succeeded in measurmg the effm:t’;

of price changes. 1’revious demand a.nalyscs concerned with a broad

range of commochties, such as the work of Houthakkcr and Taylor (1970),

have given price a very inslgnif~cant role m consumer behavior. In the

Houthakker and Taylor study, price is only statist] tally significant at

the five percent level in equations for 30 of the total 82 commodities.

And the 30 equations which include a significant price term apply pri-

marily to services and the more narrowly defined commodity categories.

The strong results concerning the effects of prices m this

analysls can best be attributed to three factors. First, the dynamic

specification and u tdizatlon of the logarithmic functmnal form. In some

preliminary tests, the partial adjustment model gave much better fits

and much stronger results for the price term than a static specification.
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The use of logarithms also produced an improvement for most of the

commodities. Second, the monthly series provide twelve times the

number of observations and greater price variation than the annual

series. The role of price M decreased by the temporal aggregation of

data. Third, the last several years in the data series contain the kind

of independent movement among the variables necessary to obtain good

estimates with multiple regression analysis. A major problem with

time series data is that the data are so strongly dominated by trends

that multicollinearlty becomes a severe problem because of insuffic] ent

independent variation. Also relatlve prices frequently prcs ent too

little variance to be plckcd Up by rc!gression analysis. The statistical

quality of these results is far better than Houthakker ancl Taylorfs

(1970) post-war equaticms for 1947-1964. The period 1965-1972 wit-

nessed appreciable variation in the growth rate of real per capita income.

In addltlon, i.nflatlon had an uneven impact. Relative prices for many

commodities had subs tantial movement. This period provides

site diversity of movement of relative prices and income. The

disturbances since 1972 add even a richer source of potential lr

he req~~i -

~ronomlc

form a-

tion about the effects of price and income changes on consumer expendl -

ture patterns. I[outhakker (1976) obtained good stat~stmal results with

a significant price term in estlmatmg food demand with quarterly data

for 1953-75.

The degree of responsiveness to price changes is at the very

17/core of questions concerned with the performance of the market system. —

A low price responsiveness has disturbing overtones for the stabillty of

the economic system and for economic policy. Low price elas tlcltms
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of demand boost the inflationary pressures m the economy, since CIXCCS-

sive changes in price are necessary to reduce excess clcmand. Pr, ~)‘,%

also become relatively meffec tual instruments of economic policy, it’

consumers do not exlmblt a prompt response to changing prices. If

prices cannot handle allocation problems without creating unflue stresses,

then controls outside the market mechanism such as ratlorung will be

considered,

This

in a period as

analysis, which finds the price effect to be significant c’ven

short as a month across a broad range of commodltlcs, 1s

very reassuring. These results indicate price changes should be an e flee -

tive means of brmgmg demand mto balance with supply. The estunated

long-run elasticity of demand is greater than one for clectrlclty (1),

automobiles (2), shoes (6), drugs (10), auto parts (12), purchased Ineals

(14), and gasoline (15) with monthly data. Positive autocorrel:ihon of

the residual though, tends to bias the long-run estlmal e of the ljt’1cc

18/
elasticity upwards. — The other long-run elas t~cltlrs arc usually of

a substantial magnitude, although they indicate demand for those commo-

dities is inelastlc with regard to price. The estlmatec~ prme elmtlc!tle~

in Table 1 show a flexibility in our economic system to atlapt to external

shocks and to respond to price as a policy instrument.

The Effect of the Length of Run on the Elast~cdles

The effect of the length of run on the magmtucle of the elastl -

clt~es, particularly for price changes, has given rise to considerable

discussion. The viewpoint traditionally has been that the elast~clty of

demand for a good increases as the period of time that the price change
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19/
has been in effect increases. — The own elasticity of demand is

20/
assumed to be smaller in the short-run than in the long-run. — However,

some recent work has argued that the long-run elasticity of demand may

be smaller than the short-run elasticity. ‘1’weeten (1967), for example,

obtained long-run demand elasticities

the short-run elasticities. A number

other commodities. Shepherd (1963),

for food which were smaller than

of others found similar results for

Manderscheid (1964) and Pasour

and Schrimper (1965) supported the idea that the elasticity of demand

initially becomes smaller in absolute terms and then becomes larger as

the adjustment period grows longer. In other words, own price elasticity

has a u-shaped pattern as a function of the length of run.

This analysis provides the opportunity to examine the effect

of the length of run on the price and income elasticities over a broad

range of goods. And very Importantly, the effect of the tune dimension

on the measured elasticities can be directly observed by aggregating

the monthly data series rather than relying solely on a model that gener-

ates short and long-run estimates. The problem is that the esis ting

dynamic models frequently place restrictions on the relationship of the

short and long-run F rameters. The long-run coefficients in the Nerlovc

model must necessarily be greater than the short-run estimates for

21/ Ad&tlonally#values of ( Y ) greater than zero ancl less than one. —

most past studies have used annual data and m a few cases quarterly data,

which they have then referred to as the short-run. By utdlzmg monthly

data, we can observe a truly short-run period.

Looking at the short-run elasticities m Table 1, the income

elasticities based on monthly data are smaller than the annual ones for
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every category except for alcoholic beverages (13)* where Me ~PP~SltC

holds. The monthly values

ticlties, less tham one-fifth

and auto parts (12). Imtlal

are quite small relative to the annual clas -

their s~ze, for automobiles (2), drugs (10),

response to income changes 1s slow m these

goods. The monthly es tlmates are greater than half the annual values

for electricity (l), men’s clothing (4), woments clothing (5), and home-

furnishings (7). Initial response is quite rapid for these commodities.

For the price elasticities, again only for alcoholic beverages (13) M

the monthly value greater m absolute terms than the annual value. The

monthly price elasticities are highest relative to the annual values, at

least half their size, for electricity (l), shoes (6), and homefurnishmgs

(7). The monthly values are less than one-fifth the annual values for

automobiles (2), drugs (10), and auto parts (12).

Examining the long-run elasticities, the monthly and annual

data produce remarkably slmllar estimates for most commodities. l“or

the long-run income elasticities, the monthly and annual values arc suh -

stantially different for only electricity (l), men’s clothing (4), and

shoes (6). The largest differences in the long-run price elasticities

from monthly and annual data occur for men’s clothing (4), shoes (6),

auto parts (12), and alcohollc beverages (13). Overall, these results

tend to support the conclusion that the long-term elasticities depend only

on the equihbrium level of demand. The short-term income and price

22/parameters vary with the rate of adjustment and length of the data unit. —

The simple Nerlove model, however, restricts income and price

23/
to the same adjustment process. — If the lag structure of the income

and price response differ, this spectiication will distort the results.
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Greater bias is produced in the short-term elastlcltles than m the long-

24’ Although Martin (1967) presented a specificationterm estimates. —

which allows for a separate lag d~stribution for income and price, his

specification involves so many lagged values of the independent variables

25/that serious collinearity problems arise in its estimation. —

Results for the Durables

The results given in Table 1 seem somewh~t unplausible for

some of the durables. Previous work, particularly that of Stone and

Rowe (1958 and 1960) and common sense would make US expect to fmd

the longest lags showing up for the durablcs. Adjustment should be

slow for durables and relatively quick for nonclurables. In fact, the

shortest periods of adjustment occur for homefurmshmgs (7) and fur-

niture (8). The value of ( Y) is also relatwely large; hence the period

of adjustment relatively short for automobiles (2) ancl appliances (9). In

the equations for durables, relatively large estimated short-run res]jonses

to price and income lead to relatively smaller d~ffercnces between the

short and long-run elasticity estimates than for the non--durables. ‘1’Ills

situation means that the parameter of adjustment ( ~ ) will be relatively

large, and infers a fast @ustment process. CommoClltles (7) and (8)

with annual data represent the extreme case m which the cstlmated

short and long-run elastlcltles are equal, which means ( Y ) must be

equal to one and lmplles adjustment to the new equdlbrmm m a shorter

26/
period than the annual time unit of analys~s. —

If the short-run elas tlcitles are over -estlrnated, too fast an

adjustment process w1ll be inchcated. This situation may arise m tills
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analysis for the durables, because current income, not some measure

of permanent Income, M used as a variable. If the consurn w “fiavcs II

part of his transitory income in the form of purchasing durables as

Friedman argues (1957), this factor helps account for the high estimate(l

short-run income elasticities for durables. SmaH changes in currcn t

income can have a large effect on durable spending. And as pointed CN]t

in the previous sectlon~ the same lag structure must apply to the i.ncornl’

and price response in the basic Nerlove model. Other studies have

avoided this problem by using total consumption expenditure, wkuch

27/
serves as a proxy measure of permanent income. — IIowever, this

variable M not avadable on a monthly basis. In addition, Westm (197!,))

has shown that due to discretionary replacement demand, the short-run

income elasticity M normally biased upwards and the long-run price

elasticity is underestimated for durables, which also would bms ( y )

towards one and overstate the speed of the adJustrnent process.

CONCLIJSIONS

Since consumer decisions regarding the purchase of most

commodities are made on a considerably more frequent basis than once

a year, studies based on annual data as the shortest time unit of analys]s

will obscure crucial mformatlon about the structure of consumer deman~l

in the short-term. This research shows that monthly analysm offers

certain econometric and conceptual advantages over analysls with annual

data and the problem of serial correlation can be recluced to a tolerable

level. Speclflcally, annual analysis provides grossl,y overstated esti-

mates of the length of the lags revolved i.n consumption. In adclihon,
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this analysis indicates that the price and income elasticities are a

monotonically increasing function of the length of run. I[owever. tills

area deserves further examination with a model which allows a separate

lag structure for income and prices. Also, for further research, quar-

terly and semi-annual data could be aggregated from the monthly series

and the time path of an income or price effect can be directly observed.

Finally, the results of this study provide strong evidence that prices

still play a key role in our economy in inducing changes in the pattern of

consumption in response to shifts in the relative availabdity of various

commodities.

This research leads t.o one very speclfl c rccomrncndatlon. ‘1’hl:

derivation of monthly consumer expenditure series for this study on the

basis of retail sales information, M bound to entail ccrtam maccuracles.

Because of the usefulness of monthly data and since the essentitil infor-

mation 1s already collected, the Department of Comm@rcc: should refine

the derivation procedure and start the publmatlon of monthly seric’s for

major commoditleso

An understanding of the structure of consumer demand m an

intra-year period m increasingly needed for forecasting purposes and

in the formulation of economic pollcies. The time horizon of govern-

ment and business decisionmakers has grown shorter m recent years.

Decisions are frequently based on an ad hoc analysls of the latest changes

in monthly economic factors. Monthly consumer demand equations pro-

vide a more rigorous mems of analyzing monthly consumption data and

developing short-run projections of consumer expenditure. The analysls

of consumer demand based on monthly data can make contributions to tile
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formulation of anti-mflatlonary and anti-cyclical pol~cy, which annual

models cannot. Especially in an inflationary period, cffectwe econornlc

policies require a knowledge of the immediate magnitude and the speecl

of the response of consumer expenditures to changes in income and

prices. There M interest not simply in the impact of a gasoline price

increase in a year period, but in the effect on demand next month. TO

reduce inflationary and cyclical pressures, an understanding of the tune

pattern involved in the effect of price and income changes on consumer

demand M necessary. Monthly analysis indicates not only the immedla to

effect of a price or income change on demand, but the full impact can be

traced across a sequence of months , rather than years jf a dynamic

model is util~zed. In addition, the intra-year time path of the effects

could be observed directly by the temporal aggregation of the monthly

series.
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FOOTNOTES

a)/
The author wishes to thank Jim Houck, Terry Roe, and

Abraham Subotnik for their suggestions on ths manuscript. Rebecca

Blank, an undergraduate research assistant now employed by Data

Resources Incorporated, provided able computational assistance.

This research was partially supported by a grant from the Graduate

School, University of Minnesota.

g A number of these points have been made previously by Nerlove

(1962) in regard to quarterly macro models and by Zellne.r (1957)

concerning quarterly consumption functions.

2/ Nerlove (1962), p. 155.

3/ See Nerlove (1958) and Nerlove and Addison (1958).

4/ Seasonally adJusted series were used because earner work by

the author suggested that they would provide better estimates for

forecasting purposes. In addltlon, the equations es tnmated on the

basis of seasonally adjusted data provide much simpler results, since

they need not be encumbered with large numbers of dummy variables

to account for seasonal shifts.

5/ U. S. Department of Commerce, 13usmess Statistics, Washington

(publlshed biannually --1951 through 1971 edltlons utilized). Also,

U. S. Department of Commerce, The National Income and Product

Accounts of the United States, 1929-1965, Washington. For 1971

and 1972 data, U. S. Department of Commerce, “Survey of Current
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Business, ‘1 Washington (January 1972 and January 1973 edltlons uti-

lized), For price data, U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of J.a.bor

Statistics, “Consumer Price Index Series for Urban Wage Earners

and Clerical Workers: U. S. City Average, ‘1 (not a publication, but

available as mimeographed sheets).

6/
The electricity series is a quantity measure in kilowatt hours

used for residential purposes and is available monthly.

7/
A moving average was utilized in applying the annual conversion

ratios on a monthly basis to spread the year to year changes evenly

across each month.

8/ The standard errors for the long-run income and price elasti-

cities are not presented, because they are only indirect approximations

and laborious to compute.

9/ Nerlove (1962), p. 166.

10/— A two-step and an instrumental variable approach were exper-

imented with before settling on the Cochrane-Orcutt procedure. See

Johnston (1972), pp. 317-320.

11/

when

ment

The h statistic is a large sample test for autocorrelatlon to use

a lagged clependent variable is present and represents an adjust-

of the conventional Durbin - Watson s tatis t~c. As applled to the

partial adjustment model, the s tatis tic is derived as follows:

Define r -l - l/2d

where d M the Durbin-Watson statistic.

Then compute

h=r

J

n

1 -fiv (l-y)
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I
i

I

i

I
I

I

I

where n = sample size

0(1 -Y) = the samplmg variance of (1 -Y ),

the coeff~cient onqt-l.

The statlstlc h is then simply tested as a standard normal deviate,

so with an h > 1.645 the hypothesis of zero serial correlation would

be rejected with a Type I error only five percent of the time. The

test breaks down if no (1 - Y) 21, which is why the statlstlc is nol

presented for two equations. In addition, the validity of the test 1s

only reliable for large samples (say n ~ 30). The annual equations,

therefore, present a

See Johnston (1972),

border line case in terms of the test’s relmb~llty.

pr). 312-313.

12/— Nerlove (1959), p. 639.

13/— Tomek and Cochrane (1962), p. 729.

lLIJ— Nerlove (1959), p. 639.

15/— In some earner experimentation, a trend variable was mclu -

ded, but the level of collinearity was too high and nothing was adcled

to the explanatory powers of the equations.

16/— Fuller and Martin (1961), p. 81.

17/ Houthakker (1976), p. 261.

18/— Tomek and Cochrane (1962), p. 729.

19/— Stlgler (1962), p. 26.

20/— Subotmk (1974) has shown this assumption is only true for the

compensated demand function.
I
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21/ The specification of the Hout.hakker and Taylor model also

restricts the results. The long-run price and income partm~etcrs

are larger than the short-run values for non-durables because of

habit formation and the opposite occurs for durables because of

stock ad~ustment.

22/— Stone and Rowe (1960), p. 411.

23/. The Houthakker and Taylor model also Imposes the same lag

structure on price and income changes.

24/—

25/—

qt_ls

Yt-1$

26/—

Martin (1967), p. 167.

His specification calls for yt, yt-l, yt-2, Pt, Pt-l, Pt_2s and

qt-z’ qt.s as variables. And the correlation between yt and

for example, is .99 during this period.

Part of the problem may be that the model does not cxpl~cltly

contain a stock adjustment mechamsm or account for deprecmtlon.

As Houthakker and Taylor (1970) have shown, a stock adjustment

effect can account for estimates in which the short-run elastlcltl~s

of income and price are greater in absolute magmtude than the long-

run values.

27/— Houthakker and Taylor (1970) and Stone and Rowe (1958 and

1960).
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a/— The t statistics are given in parentheses below the coefflc~ents.

bf An asterisk mdlcates those equations that were estlmatcd by the

Cochrane -Orcutt es tlmatlon procedure.

Cj The period required for 95 percent adjustment to the new

equilibrium level. Gwen in years for the annual equa 1ions and months

for the monthly ones. See text for a further explanation.

df The results given for (14) and (15) are based upon the linear

functional form. The price and income elas tlcitles are det errmnecl for

the mean values. In the short-run elasticity columns, the top flgurc

is the elasticity, the next the coefflclent, and then the t statlst~c. The

coefficient rather than the e~as ticit,y of adjustment M given.


